
The Elements of 
Health Plan 
Innovation
Do You Have the Right Formula?



Exploring unfamiliar territory can be daunting, but 
selecting the right guide can lead to healthier plan 
participants and more cost-effective health care 
outcomes. The industry is changing at a rapid pace. 
Innovative, customized plan designs with your 
success in mind is Nova’s priority.

Assuming the obligations of an insurance company 
can be intimidating, and working with a TPA  simply 
administering your plan without analyzing plan 
utilization could result in unnecessary claims and 
overall higher costs. In a self-funded arrangement 
where the data is all yours to analyze, you can’t do 
it alone. You need a partner to help you make use 
of the data you have and make recommendations to 
improve plan performance.

With the right partner, health care expenses are 
reviewed and analyzed, allowing self-funded plan 
sponsors to reduce medical spend while improving 
health outcomes for your plan participants. 

Nova isn’t just a TPA – 
we’re so much more. 

Think of Nova as a guide who takes you through 
the ever-changing health care industry. Our team of 
specialists manage, monitor and measure your plan 
as we develop strategies tailored to your unique 
needs. Nova works to enhance your employees’ 
health and ensure sustainable health care costs.
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Goals

Go
GOALS
Identifying and understanding 
how to drive future strategies 
and business decisions

Member
Engagement

Me
MEMBER ENGAGEMENT
Integrated, multi-channel approaches 
designed to empower members and 
deliver a personalized experience

System
Flexibility

Sf
SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY
Identifying and understanding 
how to drive future strategies 
and business decisions

Online Tools

Ot
ONLINE TOOLS
Nova’s Employer portal allows plan 
sponsors to manage eligibility and 
obtain information and reports

Plan Design(s)

Pd
PLAN DESIGN
One size does not fit all— 
designs based on your 
utilization and trends

Access to
Information

Ai
ACCESS TO INFORMATION
Nova’s member portal and the MyNova app 
offer information when it’s most convenient

Clinical
Analytics

Ca
CLINICAL ANALYTICS
Plan-Specific cost drivers and proven 
methods to reduce them

Dedicated
Business Unit

Dbu
DEDICATED BUSINESS UNIT
Data analysts, care navigators, trend 
spotters, and thinkers, who know your plan 
inside and out

Implementation

Im
IMPLEMENTATION
Highlighting your specific 
requirements to ensure a 
seamless transition

Communication

Co
COMMUNICATION
Resources created to lead greater 
engagement and accountability for 
personal health

Performance
Guarantees

Pg
PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES
Collaborative metrics to ensure our partnership 
is meeting or exceeding industry standards



Before embarking on your self-funded journey,  
make sure you’re working with a partner that provides:

Custom Solutions

q Plan design recommendations based on your plan’s unique utilization and trends
q Expert cost and care management
q Innovative solutions to maximize cost savings
q Alternative options to raising employee contributions 

Personalized Service

q High-quality service for clients’ plan participants
q Analysis of plan-specific cost drivers and proven methods to reduce them
q Strategies to improve health outcomes
q Accurate reporting with real-time data 

Access to Care Information

q Nationwide network access, narrow network experience, & reference-based pricing programs
q Aggressive cost containment negotiation on out-of-network claims
q Employer and member portals offering access to information when it’s most convenient 
q Member app and care navigators to help guide care 

If your current partner can’t deliver these, work with one that can: Nova. 

As your health plan guide, Nova works to provide unique resources and customized recommendations specific 
to your plan performance. Off-the-shelf recommendations are developed through experience and custom 
solutions are designed to meet the needs of each client. You’re not another number with Nova, and you won’t 
pay extra!



Our Story

Why Nova

With nearly 40 years of experience Nova is a health plan solutions company that out-thinks the competition and 
we aim to manage trend to reduce health care spend and improve health plan performance. Headquartered in 
Buffalo, NY, Nova is a wholly-owned affiliate of Independent Health.
 
One size does not fit all.  We work with flexibility to provide the solutions you need in the way you need 
them including medical, dental, vision, COBRA, reimbursement account administration, and private-labeled 
partnerships. Nova provides clients with unique cost management and customized health plan strategies 
through personalized service.
 
We partner best with clients open to innovative approaches to plan management. Our growth demonstrates 
clients and consultants are ready to take their benefit solutions to the next level.

As careful, responsible stewards we take our job seriously. Health care isn’t about saving money by reducing 
care, it’s about spending it wisely and ensuring the most appropriate care. We are data analysts, care 
navigators, trend spotters, and thinkers. Every aspect of our business aims to support broker partners, our 
clients and their populations to take the complex out of a complicated health care system.
 
We are an innovative health care solutions company. We have people who promote out-of-the-box thinking, 
processes that generate a holistic approach to plan management, and the integrated technology to build 
optimized solutions to meet your specific needs. Looking for more than the status quo? You found it.
 
Looking for proof? In 2020 Nova was recognized with a Health Value Award in the TPA category based on 
success in managing trends and improving health plan performance. In order to qualify, applicants must 
participate in an independent peer review conducted by Validation Institute’s distinguished team of data 
scientists. At the core of our business we integrate, consume, analyze, and produce information to manage 
cost trends and improve health outcomes.
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Questions? Drop us a line.

www.novahealthcare.com

Business Development Team 

AskNova@novahealthcare.com I 716.932.5105 

http://www.novahealthcare.com

